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Fluid removal is one of the major goals of dialysis, especially among those anuric patients. Edema 
will be an obvious presentation of excessive fluid, but too late. Exact body fluid status could not be 
evaluated clinically. Body composition can be divided into fat, muscle and water with a commercial 
bioimpedance analyzer. However, water component measured by this tool will include both 
intracellular fluid and extracellular fluid. The major component what we concern will be the 
extracellular fluid, since intracellular fluid indicted the cell mass. Larger cell mass indicates patients 
have large muscle mass and is a better status. On the other hand, large extracellular fluid indicated 
fluid overload and will result in heart failure and edema clinically. Body composition could also be 
evaluated with multiple channel, i. e. bioimpedance spectrum which can divide the fluid component 
into intracellular fluid and extracellular fluid. This result can help clinician to decide if the dry 
weight is achieved or not. Some biomarkers have been used to predict the body fluid status.  
N-terminal pro-brain type natriuretic peptide has been used to indicated fluid overload in heart 
failure patients. It also correlated with fluid status and cardio-thoracic ratio on the chest film, and 
predict technique survival among long-term peritoneal dialysis patients.  
Fluid removal is also one of the challenges of in dialysis especially among hemodialysis patients. 
Excessive fluid removal results in hypotension and even acute coronary syndrome, arrhythmia 
during hemodialysis. In some patients, edema made heart failure worsening, but intra hemodialysis 
hypotension will halt more fluid removal. Hemoconcentration will develop after initiating each 
hemodialysis session, hematocrit increment could be a parameter of the velocity of intravascular 
fluid refilling. On line real-time hematocrit could be measured with sonodilution. Measuring the 
change of hematocrit could predict the occurrence of hypotension and can change the utrafiltration 
profile accordingly. Both extracellular fluid measurement and real time hematocrit monitoring as 
well as ultrafiltration profiling will improve patients clinical well-being. 


